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Conclusion ❖ Q-learning should be used when operation area is small as it finds the optimal path 
faster in that case. Dyna-Q should be incorporated with it in scenarios where no 
information about the model is present. 

❖ In all the other cases, deep Q-learning should be used as it supports larger grid size 
and is more efficient in achieving an optimal path with low energy consumption. 

Charging Region Model Q-learning & Deep Q-learning

Motivation: Charging tiny IoT devices via UGV

Key 
Steps

Creating charging 
region model and 
deploying  UGV 

for charging

Applying Multi Integer Non-
Linear Programming, Q-learning 

and Deep Q-learning for 
effective robot path planning

❖ Q-learning trains faster  
❖ Moving energy for deep Q-learning is lower for 

larger epochs as it approximates to a stable optimal 
Q-function due to experienced replay which 
eliminates correlation between present and next state

Choosing one 
with the best 
performance

❖ Variable power given by robot to an IoT device 
according to how far away it is from an IoT device 

❖ Limited energy present in UGV 
❖ Federated Deep Reinforcement Learning using 

multiple agents 
❖ Continuous charging model

Presents operation area containing 
robot, goal & charging regions of 
IoT devices. Robot has to charge 

the devices by entering their 
charging regions & ultimately 

reach the goal for maintenance. 
Moving energy of robot is reduced 

through path planning.

Multi Integer Non-Linear Programming

Parameters

Deep Q-Network

Future Work

Results

Larger grid: Deep Q-learning 
finds a path faster for 
operation area with 40x40 
grid size. Whereas, Q-
learning is not efficient due to 
slow Q-table updates via 
value iteration.

Incorporate Dyna-Q when not enough information about 
the model is present as it uses simulated environment for 

model learning before Q-learning application.

Presents  
lower bound


